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Show 1 - 4 out of 4 resultsUse this product? Write a Time Used review: More than 2 years Review Source: Capterra Pro This product is perfect for budgeting, managing and estimating costs for a construction project. It is also the software that I use daily to manage subcontractors and contracts throughout
the life cycle of the construction project. Highly recommend spitfire for anyone in the industry! ConsSpitfire does not provide a lot of support or training for people in the organization who are less tech savvy. It would be useful to have a faq page and some video tutorials. Lisa of Appleton Lathing
CorporationAppleton Lathing Corporation is a commercial subcontractor specializing in the Steel Stud/Drywall industry. We also offer services in acoustic ceiling, finished carpentry, EIFS, and vapor barrier spray installation. The projects we're doing range from local community churches to multi-million
dollar units. We have seen areas in the processing of our information among the office, domain, and our customers in need of increased efficiency and reliability. We needed a document management solution that not only seamlessly integrated into our accounting system, but also helped us to deal better
with real-time work issues. We drive for efficiency in the field and decided to set the same standard of excellence for our office and land foreman as well. Spitfire software was by far the only software solution that could meet all our needs. I installed spitfire in 2007 and within a day they were up and
running. It offers everything that a construction business is looking into project management and also to keep up with the rapidly changing pace of technology. Spitfire is not only an excellent and easy-to-use product, but customer service is outstanding as well! Spitfire has guided us through every step of
the implementation, leading us to a successful launch and training us to take over fully and comfortably. Whenever we have questions or needs, we receive answers and solutions in a timely manner. We are grateful to say that we are part of the Spitfire family! Silverman CPM is a real construction
program management company. We offer Professional Services as an Owner's Agent and guide all project participants in each construction phase. Spitfire has been implemented to better manage the entire business. A high value area was in the budget/forecast part of the integrated system. Once
managed by a custom spreadsheet, now all project managers use a standard product for better analysis from start to finish. Another area of benefit is collaboration with third-party business partners, who are to included; Owners, Contractors, Engineers, Architects and other project consultants. Now the
information is exchanged in a wide range of documents, it would be; Sendtals and Packages, Drawing Logs, Request for Information, Request for Proposal, Modify Orders, Meeting Minutes, Contractor Compliance, etc. This provides online information exchange and records that were once made by
transmitting manual documents in a hand-carried manner, or by courier and FAX. I would recommend it to others in the A/E/C market. Kevin from Advanced RoofingHis organization includes a large roof contractor and a solar installer. Since the implementation of spitfire Project Management, we have
seen a high return on our investment. From releasing accounting staff to allowing our project managers to track job costs in real time and proactively catch problems - all of which save the company's money. The system is easy to use and dynamic for multiple businesses. The support team went extra
miles to make sure everything was a fit for our business. Independent, reliable guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Independently, Trusted Guide to Online Education for Over 22 Years! Copyright ©2020
GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Analysts Systems Figure to Bridge Business Requirements with the most suitable computer technologies. Project managers are building the bridge. These professionals share common skills and perform mutually complementing roles. In
some situations, roles might even be combined. A systems analyst could successfully fulfill the role of a project manager with an effectively balanced workload. A small and medium-sized business, without the luxury of large staff, could have no choice but to appoint an employee for both roles. However, in
a large workplace with constant project requirements, it is important to have dedicated resources. A systems analyst uses both people and process improvement skills. Sometimes called a business analyst or business systems analyst, this professional identifies how business users create, collect, share
and use data, and then determine how technology can make the business process more efficient. The systems analyst works closely with industry experts who know the tasks and objectives of the business, but may not be tech savvy. Project managers use management skills to implement the technology



plans that the analyst's work has identified as necessary. This professional coordinates technological resources with tasks and timelines. Project managers also work closely with project sponsors and stakeholders to mitigate risks and remove obstacles that could stand in the way of success. The project
manager focuses on the big picture, relying on project team members to work through detail. The role of a manager and systems analyst requires strong written and verbal communication skills. Each professional must apply active listening skills to effectively extract information from colleagues or
suppliers when necessary. Both roles are also based on carefully structured reports. System analysts use reports to verify that they have accurately captured critical business requirements. Project managers use reports to communicate the status, risks and risks scope or changes in resources. A systems
analyst with experience in project management -- or vice versa -- can successfully wear both hats in a small and medium-sized business when project frequency is low. Smaller companies often expect information technology employees to take on more roles. A single employee armed with the right set of
instruments in terms of training and experience could find that these special roles complement each other. Another key to success is the ability to put aside any other employee hats you might also be expected to wear long enough to allow efficient delivery of the project. In a large, multi-location job, the IT
department should have employees dedicated to systems analysis and project management roles. Many large organizations are structured to include project management offices that are staffed with full-time project managers. In such companies, system analysts lay the groundwork for project managers
by setting the business requirements that a project is expected to meet. When a project manager starts running the project, the analyst is already moving to define the next business opportunity. Co-founder of Anaxi, we repair software project management. Ex-CEO of CodenGame (1.5M developers)
Every large company is a software company – the world has been eaten by software. And pretty much every software company is now using Git. When you consider GitHub as a leader in Git repos, it's no wonder it has 2.1 million organizations on its platform! However, GitHub has some weaknesses in
terms of project management features and interface, suggested by a Net Promoter Score (NPS) survey of 129 companies, assessing their satisfaction with how projects and priorities are managed in the engineering organization. GitHub is indeed well appreciated by taxpayers, but less by managers
(score of -22) and even less by executives (score of -50). This explains why directors and managers (often product managers) introduce problem management tools, such as Jira from Atlassian, to compensate for GitHub's shortcomings in project management. But what if GitHub could be improved to
become a better interface to manage problems and keep track of project progress? That's what Anaxi, a co-founded startup of serial entrepreneurs and veterans of Apple and Docker, is offering through the newly launched web application. Fixing project management deficienciesOne of the biggest
complaints about GitHub is the end-user interface it offers to go through tasks. Indeed, GitHub allows you to enter labels as text. Although it offers significant flexibility, you need to know the structure of all labels, there are no categories of labels to make them more digestible. You can't monitor activities
associated with a label or navigate easily from one task to another. This is very problematic for large projects, as is often seen in both the business and open source worlds. Anaxi offers all this for GitHub projects. Github. users can eventually filter their tasks based on their tags and easily switch from one
task to another, they will also see the tasks in a new light with the classification of their labels. range/network becomes a category area with a network value. You don't need to know them to manage your projects. Anaxi gives GitHub users the opportunity to take full advantage of the flexibility of its label.
It's important to note that Anaxi doesn't change any of the data in GitHub — and doesn't create any other hidden data. Anaxi is fixing some of The GitHub's shortcomings by improving the user interface and navigation. You can track the filters that matter to you tooMetrics to understand and improve the
outputAnaxi team adds an indicator of complexity to draw requests, based on the number of lines of code changed, files touched, the nature of the code change (refactoring, new code or others). Users can now choose more easily to devote their time to reviewing the code. The Kubernetes has more than
1,000 drawing requests open for review. So the pull review prioritization request has become an impact issue for this type of projects. Anaxi also calculates the number of lines of code added and removed, the churn code and the refactoring effort for last week, per project, per user or group of users. This
helps users understand the working model of their team, as well as how much it goes to paying the technical debt, which is an important measure to understand in the business world. Missing high-level view of multiple projectsOne of the common problems facing GitHub and Jira users is the difficulty of
managing multiple projects at a time. Anaxi solves this problem by allowing users to add more projects and organize their filters/measurements — what they call reports — into folders. Both reports and folders have color indicators that can be configured depending on the state of the current situation —
for example, being alarming red. Users can get a high-level view of the status of their projects at a glance. The mobile app you neededDevelopers has been looking for a GitHub mobile app for a long time. Anaxi comes with an iPhone app that lets you access reports and folders and manage your
problems and drag requests. The Android app is still in development. Data privacyAnaxi founders understand the need for privacy around access to GitHub issues, so the Anaxi app is designed to work without connecting to any Anaxi server. Connects directly to users' Github archives and builds reports
from the app itself. All data remains secure and inaccessible, even from Anaxi itself. Users can use Anaxi freely, ask their teammates to use it as well. Any action you take on Anaxi is written back on GitHub, so you can manage both GitHub issues and pull requests directly from Anaxi, while your
teammates continue to use any tool they prefer.-Anaxi targets both the enterprise and open-source worlds. The company announced that its service will for open source projects, its aim being to enable communities to better manage their open-source projects for the benefit of the entire ecosystem. With
this first release, Anaxi aims to help teams better manage their GitHub projects. Before you go... Did you learn anything? Feel free to share it to help others find it! If you are interested in articles about engineering and product leadership, productivity and scale a team, subscribe to our newsletter! Or join
our Engineering Leadership Community.You can also check out my latest articles: You can also follow me on Twitter to stay connected. Thank! Originally published on anaxi.com December 12, 2018.Join hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your personalized reading experience. Experience.
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